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Currently, design concepts under consideration include stone seating arrangement, kiosk, and public
sculpture to enhance the park and create a useable community open space.
Stone Seating
The estimates for the stone seating were brought to the committee recently and so are not included in
this report.
Kiosks
There have been a number of potential kiosk ideas discussed in the last 5 years or so. The Lodi
Valley Chapter of the Ice Age Trail Alliance (IATA) is committed to helping establish an informational
kiosk that includes details of the Ice Age National Scenic Trail (IANST) which crosses the park and for
several years budgeted money to that end. The IATA and the local chapter are potential funding
sources.
Along the Ice Age Trail most kiosks are wooden structures many of which were the result of Eagle
Scout projects, i.e. the kiosk at the Hwy J and Lovering Road trailhead for the Fern Glen Segment.
Below is the Eagle Scout project kiosk at Lodi High School. This is a good example of a traditional
wooden kiosk that includes benches on two sides. Newer versions include cedar shingles on the roof
rather than asphalt and the absence of the plexiglass “windows” over the printed materials.
Approximate costs are in the $500-$1000 range depending on size.

Below is the newly installed informational kiosk at the Merrimac Ferry Wayside Park. This was jointly
funded by the Lodi Valley Chapter and the Ice Age Trail Alliance (IATA). The cost for this kiosk was
approximately $5500.
The middle panel has interchangeable materials flanked by IATA materials developed partially pro
bono by their consulting firm.

The three panels shown below are all materials from the IATA.

Below is an example of kiosk material that shows adjacent trails and features.

An additional possibility for a kiosk might include partnering with local businesses for funding by
including small ads along the side the map(s). A Lodi map might include all the way to the ferry
landing to the north and the Lodi Marsh Segment of the IANST to the south.
Public Sculpture
The possibility of a public sculpture is also included in the Corridor Plan. I researched the installation
of a sculpture at the south end of the park with Dean Allen of D2 Studios. He agreed that this area
would be optimal for an installation that recognizes the Lodi community and is amenable to an open
community space, i.e. accessible, safe, and interactive. Dean was a resource to the city for the mural
project in helping develop the application process.
Given his extensive experience he suggested that there are two levels possible. First would be similar
in scope and cost of the new mural, $15,000-$20,000. Examples he showed were of a scale that
topped out at 10’-15’ or lower. This level was his recommendation.
The second level was considerably more substantial (25’-30’ tall) and would be in a range of $30,000$35,000. A project of this scope would require multiple funding resources.

